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Introduction
In contrast to X-ray crystallography or electron
microscopy, NMR primarily measures data that locally
describe the position of atoms relative to each other. Most
important for the determination of 3D structures are
interproton distance estimates derived from the nuclear
Overhauser enhancement (NOE). Due to sparseness
(only interproton distances & 5 Å can be measured) and
imprecision in the data, NMR structures cannot be calcu-
lated on the basis of NOE data alone, but need additional
information from chemistry (e.g. bond lengths, bond
angles and van der Waals’ radii). This knowledge is incor-
porated into the calculation through the hybrid energy
function [1], which is a simple sum of appropriately
weighted contributions from experiment and chemistry.
The structure calculation is then a search for conforma-
tions of the molecule with low values of this hybrid
energy. This search is complex due to the large size of the
conformational space of the molecule and the large
number of local minima. 
Reliable ab initio structure calculation with simulated
annealing
The first calculation method to be used routinely for this
problem was metric matrix distance geometry with subse-
quent optimization [2,3]. Today, two methods based on
optimization alone are also in use to calculate structures
from NMR data. The first is based on minimization in
torsion angle space with a residue-by-residue buildup of
included distance and nonbonded information [4,5]. The
other approach is based on global optimization of the
hybrid energy function by molecular dynamics based sim-
ulated annealing (MDSA). The power of molecular
dynamics as a minimization technique for distance
restraints had been apparent already in earlier applications
in structure prediction [6], NMR refinement [7] and NMR
structure calculation [8,9]. 
The introduction of a simple ‘soft’ nonbonded energy
term and the development of generalized simulated
annealing protocols that scale different energy terms indi-
vidually has led to a robust, efficient and very flexible
structure calculation technique for regularization and
refinement of distance geometry structures [10] and ab
initio structure calculation [11–13]. Starting structures can
be random chains or random Cartesian coordinates. The
protocols are implemented in X-PLOR [14]. Ab initio MDSA
offers good sampling of conformational space [13], has a
computational efficiency comparable to the other methods
and has been used in numerous structure calculations.
Additional speed can be gained by using reduced repre-
sentations for a part of the calculation, where each amino
acid is represented by few or only two atoms [15,16], or by
calculating nonbonded interactions for only few selected
atoms, while the covalent and experimental terms are
evaluated for all atoms [17,18]. An alternative to the ‘soft’
nonbonded potential is dynamics in four dimensions
[3,19], and results for an ab initio strategy have been
reported [20]. Constraining the dynamics to torsion angle
space [21,22] can significantly enhance the efficiency of
the ab initio MDSA approach, especially for larger proteins
and nucleic acids [22]. 
Ambiguous data can be translated into structural restraints
One of the major problems of NMR structure determina-
tion is the ambiguity in the NOE data. Surprisingly few
NOEs can be assigned based only on resonance assign-
ments, without any assumed knowledge of the structure of
the molecule [18,23]. Once the frequencies are known, we
face therefore a second, often more difficult, assignment
problem that needs to be solved to obtain structures from
the NOEs. Assignments of ambiguous NOEs can be
deduced only if an NOE is expected from the structure of
the molecule. Without knowledge of the tertiary fold, this
is restricted to intraresidue, sequential, and secondary
structure NOEs. A number of semi-automated and auto-
mated assignment schemes have been suggested to
explicitly assign NOEs in an iterative way, based on pre-
liminary structures [23–25]. Computational methods to
resolve the ambiguity of NOEs are distinguished from
methods to calculate structures directly from NOE data
without frequency assignment [26–28]. These methods
have been demonstrated to work in model calculations.
They require, however, completely unambiguous data of a
quality not easily achieved experimentally.
Instead of attempting to assign ambiguous NOEs, their
information content can be converted directly into
(ambiguous) structural restraints to be used in structure
calculations. An ambiguous NOE is always the sum of all
contributions that are possible based on the chemical
shifts; most of these contributions are usually vanishingly
small. Conventional assignment of an ambiguous NOE
peak consists of determining the largest contribution. The
conceptually easiest case in which to use ambiguous data is
direct NOE refinement, where an ambiguous NOE is
simply refined against the sum of the calculated intensities
for all assignment possibilities [29]. In terms of distances,
an ambiguous NOE corresponds to a D–6-summed distance
D
—
= cNOE–1/6 = (SD–6)–1/6, where c is a proportionality con-
stant, and the sum runs over all interproton distances that
contribute to the NOE [17,18]. This can be seen by a
simple application of the isolated spin pair approximation
to every contribution to the ambiguous NOE. The size of
the crosspeak is thus directly translated to an ambiguous
distance restraint (ADR) [17,18], which can be used during
optimization in an analogous way to standard distance
restraints. The relationship between molecular structure
and an ambiguous NOE is illustrated in Figure 1a. 
The same concept can be used more generally to express
ambiguous information as distance restraints; this is illus-
trated for hydrogen bonds [30] and disulfide bonds [18] in
Figure 1b,c. A higher exponent for evaluating the
summed distance seems advantageous to increase the
selectiveness of the restraint: the summed distance is
quite strongly weighted towards, and is always shorter
than, the shortest of the contributing distances; the higher
the exponent, the stronger is the weighting. This is rele-
vant especially for hydrogen bonds in a-helices, where the
i, i–4 and i, i–3 donor–acceptor distances are quite similar
(3.0 and 3.4 Å, respectively; (SD–6)–1/6 for these two dis-
tances is 2.81 Å, while (SD–20)–1/20 is 2.99 Å). The restraint
term allows a bifurcation of hydrogen bonds.
Structures can be obtained from predominantly ambiguous data
Probably the largest advantage of the ab initio MDSA
method is the possibility of incorporating data, such as
ADRs, that cannot be written as a simple distance
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Figure 1
Examples of ambiguous distance restraints.
Square brackets denote distances. (a) An
ambiguous NOE between protons Ha1,2 and
Hb1,2 with degenerate chemical shifts leads
to four contributions. The restraint matches
the sum of the contributions to the
experimentally observed NOE. (b) A
protected amide hydrogen can have two (or
several) possible acceptors. (c) A disulfide
bond with unknown connectivity. For (b,c), a
larger exponent than 6 can be advantageous
(see text).
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between two points directly into the structure calculation.
Direct use of such data is not possible with other
approaches. The use of ADRs effectively circumvents the
explicit assignment of ambiguous NOEs, since the assign-
ment is performed implicitly in the calculation. This is
illustrated in Figure 2. In a random starting structure, the
distance weighting obviously leads to incorrect initial
‘assignments’. During the convergence to the final struc-
ture, the interproton distances, and with them the implicit
assignments, need to change. 
As a consequence, additional minima appear in the hybrid
energy function due to incorrect implicit assignments.
Thus, while it is in principle straightforward to incorporate
ADRs into MDSA protocols, they lead to a much more
demanding calculation. Global ab initio convergence was
indeed initially restricted to simpler folding topologies
with datasets of symmetric dimers, where every NOE has
two assignment possibilities [17,31]. However, this
method has proved very useful for refinement from very
distorted starting structures [17,32]. The approach has
been used in combination with manual assignment in a
few structure determinations [33–36]. 
Much improved global convergence for datasets with only
ambiguous NOEs could be achieved by an MDSA proto-
col using random Cartesian starting structures [18]. This
type of starting structure improves the sampling of ‘assign-
ment space’, since it removes the systematic bias to
intraresidue or intrachain assignments. These model cal-
culations clearly demonstrated that it is possible to calcu-
late structures even if there are an insufficient number of
unambiguous NOEs to obtain an approximate fold. 
In symmetric multimers, the ambiguity in the NOEs can
be especially difficult, since intramolecular and intermole-
cular NOEs appear at the same point in the spectrum.
Experimental breaking of the symmetry (asymmetric
labelling [37–39]) is very difficult to extend beyond the
case of a dimer [33]. Using ADRs, even the topology of
the p53 tetramerization site could be correctly determined
ab initio from the unassigned NOE data, using the pub-
lished protocol [18], with additional symmetry restraints
[17,40] and qualitative local restraints for the secondary
structure (M Nilges, unpublished data). The success rate
in this calculation was only ∼10%. While one cannot
expect the success rate to be as high as for cases with more
unambiguous restraints (all structures converged to the
correct fold in test calculations for a monomeric protein
with only 11% unambiguous NOEs [18]), there is obvi-
ously room for some improvement, such as further devel-
opment of MDSA protocols [40]. 
Iterative calculation schemes improve the efficiency
Another improvement of the structure calculation method
lies in the combination of ADRs with an iterative assignment
scheme. In general, iterative methods deduce NOE assign-
ments from calculated structures, and only unambiguous
restraints are used in the subsequent round of structure
calculation. A fully automatic method must either avoid
misassignments or be able to correct them. The method of
Mumenthaler and Braun [23] makes trial assignments iter-
atively and corrects them using self-correcting distance
geometry (SCDG) [41]. In a number of model calculations,
a similar success rate could be achieved [23] as in the direct
non-iterative approach relying on ADRs [18].
ADRs allow the implementation of an iterative scheme that
attempts to avoid assignment errors: based on the structures,
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Figure 2
Implicit NOE assignment during a refinement calculation. Circles of the
same appearance (white or black) represent protons with the same
chemical shifts. The original pair of a white and a black proton
(representing an implicit assignment) is separated during the
calculation and a new pair is formed in the final structure. 
unlikely assignment possibilities are removed from ambigu-
ous NOEs, but ambiguous and unambiguous NOEs are
used together in each iteration [30,42]. Experiences with
the data of the double-stranded RNA binding domain
(dsRBD) of Escherichia coli RNAse III [30] have shown that
this approach is more efficient than the direct non-iterative
approach. The iterative scheme is the centrepiece of ARIA
(Ambiguous Restraints for Iterative Assignment) [42], a
largely automated structure refinement method that uses as
input peak lists and chemical shift tables in combination
with manually assigned restraints. ARIA consists of scripts
and routines interfaced to X-PLOR (version 3.8). Assignment
criteria are tightened as iterations proceed, and the number
of ambiguous restraints is successively reduced. 
In the iterative approach, it is sufficient and computation-
ally more efficient to use an MDSA protocol with random
chains as starting structures, rather than random Cartesian
coordinates. The protocol is adapted to the partially
ambiguous restraint list by a specifically reduced weight
on the ambiguous distance restraints [42]. 
Structures of good quality can be obtained with little
manual intervention
Further automation of the NMR structure determination
method is important to reduce the necessary time and
facilitate the extension of the NMR method to larger mol-
ecules. Automated NOE assignment is one necessary
step. A major obstacle for automated methods is the pres-
ence of erroneous restraints derived from peak lists, espe-
cially if these are automatically generated. These can be
the result of a number of effects ranging from artefacts
resulting from spectral processing or incomplete water
suppression to incorrect distance estimates due to severe
peak overlap or spin diffusion. ARIA therefore needs to
employ empirical rules to recognize these errors. It
searches the restraint lists iteratively for entries that give
rise to systematic violations, removes them from the list
for the next iteration and flags them for inspection. In
general, noise peaks will not be consistent with restraints
from real NOEs in a 3D structure. This reasoning is very
similar to that used in the SCDG method [23], which uses
restraint violation analysis both for NOE assignment and
noise peak recognition. In contrast, ARIA uses violation
analysis not directly for the assignment of ambiguous
NOEs but only for noise peak recognition. 
ARIA was used in the calculation of the K homology (KH)
domain [43] and the refinement of the b-spectrin pleck-
strin homology (PH) domain [42]. Automatically refined
structures of the latter were of sufficient accuracy to solve
the X-ray crystal structure by molecular replacement [44].
The effect of the refinement and the quality of the gener-
ated structures were monitored with several structure vali-
dation programs [45–47]. Work is in progress to extend the
radius of convergence of the method.
ARIA converges in a few iterations and most (∼75%) of the
ambiguous NOEs can be unambiguously assigned, most
of the remaining ones having two possibilities [42]. If
there are no noise peaks on the list, no restraints need to
be rejected and all peaks enter the calculation of the final
structure [30]. Incorrect assignments and subsequent
major structural errors are easily recognized by high ener-
gies [18]. When automatically picked peak lists are used,
the method can reject restraints from the calculation
(∼10% for the PH domain [42]). In this case, since system-
atically violated restraints are removed from the calcula-
tion, low-energy conformations are also possible with
incorrect assignments. The removal of data from a struc-
ture calculation is a potentially dangerous operation, and a
careful inspection of the list of rejected restraints is impor-
tant. In our experience with model data sets, errors appear
mostly in regions of the structure with few restraints and
do not change the structure drastically (e.g. [18]). On the
other hand, possible NOE assignments could be found
automatically that had been missed manually [17]. 
Conclusions
ADRs offer a simple and general way to express ambigu-
ous information as conformational restraints. The primary
use of ADRs so far has been the calculation of structures
from NMR data, but more general uses in modelling are
possible, such as hydrogen bonds and disulfide bridges.
Simultaneously to the work described in this article, a
similar restraint term has been suggested for docking [48].
The general advantage of automated methods in the inter-
pretation of NOESY spectra is that more data enter the
calculation and the results are less biased by manual
choices made in the initial phases of a structure calcula-
tion. In practice, it may be comparable to a simulated
annealing refinement in X-ray crystallography [49], where
many of the operations necessary to refine a structure can
be done automatically, and the remaining manual inter-
ventions become easier. 
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